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Abstract

In this paper, we study connections among one-way

functions, hard on the average problems, and statisti-

cal zero-knowledge proofs. In particular, we show how

these three notions are related and how the third notion

can be better characterized, assuming the �rst one.

1 Introduction

One-way functions, hard on the average problems, and

Statistical Zero-Knowledge proofs have received a lot

of attention in both complexity theory and cryptogra-

phy (see, for example, [12, 15, 16, 26].) We start with

informal explanations of all three notions and provide

formal de�nitions in the subsequent sections.

Informally, a poly-time computable function f is

one-way if when we pick x uniformly at random and

compute y  f(x), it is infeasible for any polynomial

time machine to �nd x0 in ff�1(y)g for a non-negligible

fraction of the instances.

Again informally, a poly-time computable function

f is hard on the average if when we pick y uniformly

at random, it is infeasible for any polynomial time ma-

chine to �nd x0 in ff�1(y)g for a non-negligible fraction

of the instances. We note that we can formulate this as

a decision problem: a language L is hard on the average

if for a non-negligible fraction of the instances, chosen

uniformly at random, it is infeasible for any probabilis-
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tic polynomial-time algorithm to decide if x 2 L with

probability bounded away from 1
2
.

Also informally, a language L possesses a sta-

tistical zero-knowledge interactive proof [8] if an

in�nitely-powerful prover can convince a probabilistic

polynomial-time veri�er that x 2 L without releasing

to the veri�er any additional information. The de�-

nition of statistical zero-knowledge allows a negligible

probability of error and requires that no additional in-

formation is released to the veri�er in a very strong,

information-theoretic sense.

1.1 Implications

Either the existence of a one-way function or the ex-

istence of a hard on the average problem separates P

from NP. In the opposite direction, hard on the av-

erage problems and one-way functions may not exist

even if P6=NP. That is, it could be the case that under

sampleable distributions everything is easy, but in the

worst (very rare) cases it is hard [13, 19, 20]. If this

turns out to be the case, it would be bad news for cryp-

tography since most cryptographic primitives, includ-

ing pseudo-random generators [2], digital signatures

[9], identi�cation schemes and private-key encryption

were shown to imply the existence of a one-way func-

tion [14, 16, 17, 24].

There are cases, however, when only the existence

of a hard on the average problem is required. For exam-

ple, an NP machine can commit bits to a polynomially-

bounded machine, given any hard on the average prob-

lem [23]. Thus, it is natural to ask what is the re-

lationship between hard on the average problems and

one-way functions. The existence of a one-way function

implies the existence of a hard on the average problem,

but the reverse implication is not known. In this pa-

per, we show that the reverse implication holds when-



ever the language in question also possesses a statistical

zero-knowledge proof:

THEOREM 1: If any hard on the average language
possesses a statistical zero-knowledge proof, then one-
way functions exist.

Actually, our result is stronger: the theorem holds even

if we relax the de�nition of statistical zero-knowledge

and do not require the simulator to output private coin

tosses of the veri�er.

In addition, many researchers were concerned about

providing a better characterization of various prop-

erties of statistical zero-knowledge [1, 3, 6, 22]. Its

relationship to one-way functions, however, remained

unknown. Hence, we consider the following question:

does statistical zero knowledge imply a one-way func-

tion? For trivial languages, which do not require any

interaction (i.e. languages in BPP) the answer is no.

(That is, even if P=NP, languages in BPP are vacu-

ously zero-knowledge | the prover does not have to

talk.) In this paper, we show that for any hard on the

average language, the implication does hold.

1.2 Bounding the power of the prover

An interactive proof-system, introduced by [8] involves

two players, an in�nitely-powerful prover P and a poly-

nomially bounded veri�er V . (P; V ) is a proof system

for L if for all x 2 L the prover can convince the ver-

i�er that this is so, with probability 1 � 1
2jxj . More-

over, if x 62 L then any in�nitely-powerful and mali-

cious prover should not be able to convince the veri�er

that x 2 L with probability greater then 1
2jxj . Thus,

by an \in�nitely-powerful" prover, we denote an upper

bound that shows that no matter how hard the cheat-

ing prover may try, and no matter how powerful he

is, he can not fool the poly-bounded veri�er. When it

comes to the protocol speci�cation, however, one can

ask how much power an honest prover requires just to

follow the protocol. In this paper, we consider this

question in connection to statistical zero-knowledge in-

teractive proofs. That is, we consider the question of

how powerful the prover should be, in order to give a

statistical zero-knowledge proof.

Joe Kilian originally posed this question, which was

answered in [3], where they showed that a randomized

PSPACE prover is su�cient to give any statistical zero-

knowledge proof, assuming that the Discrete Log prob-

lem is hard. Notice that the power of the prover should

not be confused with the complexity of the language

L for which a statistical zero-knowledge proof-system

(P; V ) is designed. In fact, only languages in �
p

2

T
�
p

2

(or, more speci�cally, in AM
T
co-AM ) can be proven

in statistical zero-knowledge [1, 6].

Why should the prover be in PSPACE, if the lan-

guages in question are very low in the polynomial-

time hierarchy? The same (unsatisfactory) state of

a�airs exists for interactive proofs (i.e., without zero-

knowledge constraints) as well. For example, to prove

a co-NP statement, the current lower-bound on the

power of the prover is at least #P [21] (and, by results

of Toda, contains the entire polynomial-time hierar-

chy [25].) It turns out, however, that the information-

theoretic zero-knowledge property can be utilized to

substantially reduce the power of the prover. In fact,

we show that the prover need not be more powerful

then a randomized NP machine, under a general cryp-

tographic assumption:

THEOREM 2: If there exists any one-way permuta-
tion, then for all statistical zero-knowledge proofs, the
prover need not be more powerful then a randomized
NP machine.

We note that it is necessary for our prover to be

randomized (i.e., to be able to ip coins) since it was

shown [22] that only languages in BPP have Statistical

Zero-Knowledge proofs with deterministic provers. In

section 3 we present a stronger version of theorem 2 as

well.

2 Preliminaries

Most of the notations and de�nitions are standard, and

appeared before in the literature (for example, see [2,

3, 8, 16, 17].)

By jxj we denote a length of string x, by x " i we

denote the �rst i bits of x, where i � jxj. We use \�"

for string concatenation. We emphasize the number of

inputs received by an algorithm as follows. If algorithm

A receives only one input we write \A(�)"; if it receives

two we write \A(�; �)", and so on. If A is a probabilis-

tic algorithm then, for any input i the notation A(i)

refers to the probability space which to the string �

assigns the probability that A, on input i, outputs �.

If S is a probability space we denote by PS(A) the

probability that S associates to the set A. If A con-

sists of the single element e we write PS(e) rather than

PS(feg). We denote by [S] the set of elements to which

S assigns positive probability. If f(�) and g(�; � � �) are

probabilistic algorithms then f(g(�; � � �)) is the proba-

bilistic algorithm obtained by composing f and g (i.e.
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running f on g's output). For any inputs x; y; : : : the

associated probability space is denoted f(g(x; y; � � �)).

If S is a probability space then x  S denotes the

algorithm which assigns to x an element randomly se-

lected according to S (that is, x is assigned the value

e with probability PS(e)) (in the case that [S] con-

sists of only one element e we write x e rather than

x  feg). By Sn we denote the probability space

which assigns positive probability only to strings of

length n. For probability spaces S; T; : : :, the notation

P(p(x; y; � � �) : x  S; y  T ; � � �) denotes the proba-

bility that the predicate p(x; y; � � �) is true after the (or-

dered) execution of the algorithms x S, y  T , etc.

The notation ff(x; y; � � �) : x S; y  T ; � � �g denotes

the probability space which to the string � assigns the

probability P(� = f(x; y; � � �) : x  S; y  T ; � � �), f

being some function. If S is a �nite set we will identify

it with the probability space which assigns to each el-

ement of S the uniform probability 1
jSj

. (Then x S

denotes the operation of selecting an element of S uni-

formly at random). We let PPT denote the set of prob-

abilistic (expected) polynomial time algorithms. We

call S samplable if there exists a polynomial-time TM

M with input length k(n) and output length m(n) such

that, for each n 2 N , M (xn) = Sn when xn is a string

of length k(n) chosen uniformly. We call a function

�: N 7! N negligible if for every constant c > 0 there

exists a Nc such that for all n > Nc, �(n) <
1
nc
.

De�nition 1 The probability spaces E1 and E2 are
statistically indistinguishable within � if jPE1

(T ) �

PE2
(T )j < � for all T � [E1] [ [E2].

De�nition 2 Let L � f0; 1g�. An ensemble with
index set L is a collection fE(x)gx2L of probability
spaces, one for each x 2 L.

De�nition 3 The ensembles fE1(x)gx2L and
fE2(x)gx2L are statistically indistinguishable (written
fE1(x)gx2L �= fE2(x)gx2L) if for any polynomial p
there exists an n such that for all x 2 L of length at
least n, the probability spaces E1(x) and E2(x) are sta-
tistically indistinguishable within 1

p(jxj)
.

Next, we de�ne Interactive Turing machines and

protocols. The probability that (A;B) accepts the

common input x is denoted P( (A;B) accepts x ) ; and

the probability space of all conversations between A

and B on input x is denoted (A$ B)(x) (the prob-

ability in both cases is taken over the random tapes

of both A and B). Sometimes we want to make the

coin tosses of B explicit. For any R 2 f0; 1g� we write

B(R) for the (deterministic) machine B with R as its

random tape. Then (A$B(R))(x) denotes the prob-

ability space of conversations between A and B(R) on

input x (the probability is over the random tapes of

A). We let B(R;x; �1�1 : : : �i�1�i�1) denote the next

message that B(R) sends when the conversation up to

this point was �1�1 : : : �i�1�i�1.

De�nition 4 An interactive protocol (P; V ) is an in-

teractive proof system for the language L if the follow-
ing conditions hold:

� Completeness: For every x 2 L,
P( (P; V ) accepts x) � 1� 2�jxj .

� Soundness: For every ITM bP and every x 62 L,
P( ( bP; V ) accepts x) � 2�jxj .

P and V are referred to as the prover and the veri�er

respectively.

The view of the veri�er during an interaction with

the prover is everything he sees: that is, his own coin

tosses and the conversation between himself and the

prover. Accordingly we de�ne the view if the veri�er

to be:

De�nition 5 Let (P; bV ) be an interactive protocol and

let x 2 f0; 1g�. The view of bV on input x is the prob-
ability space

View
(P;bV )

(x) = f (R;C) : R f0; 1gp(jxj) ;

C  (P$ bV (R))(x) g ;
where p is a polynomial bounding the running time of
bV .

Next, we de�ne restricted-view :

De�nition 6 Let (P; bV ) be an interactive protocol and

let x 2 f0; 1g�. The restricted-view of bV on input x is
the probability space

Restricted-View
(P;bV )

(x) = f (C) : R f0; 1gp(jxj) ;

C  (P$ bV (R))(x) g ;
where p is a polynomial bounding the running time of
bV .

De�nition 7 An interactive protocol (P; V ) is a sta-

tistical zero knowledge protocol (SZK protocol) for

L if for every polynomial time ITM bV there exists
a PPT algorithm SbV (�) such that fSbV (x)gx2L �=
fView

(P;bV )
(x)gx2L (this SbV is called the simulator).
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If we substitute view by restricted-view in the above

de�nition, then we call such protocol a restricted statis-
tical zero-knowledge. When we wish to make the coin-

tosses of the simulator SbV explicit, we write SbV (�)(R).

De�nition 8 An interactive protocol (P ; V ) for L is
an honest veri�er statistical zero knowledge proto-
col (honest veri�er SZK protocol) for L if there ex-
ists a PPT algorithm S(�) such that fS(x)gx2L �=
fView

(P;V )
(x)gx2L (this S is called the honest simu-

lator).

De�nition 9 We say that f is weak one-way on sam-
pleable D if, for some constant c > 0, for every PPT
algorithm M (�),

P(f(x) = f(M (f(x))) : x D) � 1�
1

nc

De�nition 10 We say that f is strongly one-way

on distribution D if for every PPT algorithm M (�),
P(f(x) = f(M (f(x))) : x D) is negligible.

We note that if D is not mentioned in the above

two de�nitions, the uniform probability is assumed. Fi-

nally, we need the de�nition of

De�nition 11 distributionally one-way function

[IL]: We say that f is distributionally one-way if, for
some constant c > 0, for every probabilistic polynomial-
time algorithm A, the distribution de�ned by x � f(x)

and the distribution de�ned by A(f(x))�f(x) are statis-
tically distinguishable by at least n�c when x 2 f0; 1gn

is drawn with uniform distribution.

Intuitively, if f is distributionally one-way, then

it is computationally infeasible to randomly generate

preimages of f(x).

By hard on the average, we mean that for a non-

negligible fraction of the instances, chosen under a sam-

pleable distribution, it is infeasible for any probabilistic

polynomial-time algorithm, for every positive constant

c, and for every large enough n, to decide if x 2 L with

probability greater then 1
2
+ 1

nc
.

Finally, we de�ne information-theoretic bit commit-
ment protocol for two parties, Alice and Bob. The

protocol consists of two stages:

� The commit stage: Alice has a bit b on her input
tape, which she wishes to commit to Bob. She

and Bob exchange messages. At the end of this

stage Bob has some information that represents

b written on its output tape.

� The reveal stage: Alice and Bob exchange mes-

sages (where their output tapes from the commit

stage are serving as input tapes for this stage).

At the end of the exchange, Bob writes b on its

output tape.

To be perfectly-secure the protocol must obey the

following: for all (even in�nitely-powerful) Turing ma-

chines Bob, for all probabilistic polynomial time Alice,

for all polynomials p and for large enough security pa-

rameter k,

1. (Security property:) After the commit stage,

when Alice follows the protocol, Bob cannot

guess b with probability greater than 1
2
+ 1

p(k)
.

2. (Binding property:) After the commit stage in

which Bob follows the protocol, with probability

at least 1 � 1
p(k)

the polynomial-time Alice can

reveal only one possible value.

Note that the security property does not rely on

Bob being polynomial time. If in addition, Bob's al-

gorithm can be performed in polynomial-time, we say

that the bit commitment is \e�cient". Analogous

to interactive proofs, the notion of simulation can be

extended to bit-commitment proofs. Thus, we say

that the bit commitment protocol is \simulatable" if

view of Alice can be approximated (statistically) by a

polynomial-time simulator.

3 Construction

First, we prove our main lemma, based on which both

results will follow.

Let L be Statistical ZK language. By de�nition,

there exists a simulator SbV (�)(R) that on the input

x 2 L and a random string !, outputs a possible

view SbV (x)(!) of the veri�er, which is statistically close
(over !) to the actual view. De�ne

FSbV (x; i; !) = x � i � SbV (x)(!) " i

Lemma 1 If L is a hard on the average, then FSbV is

distributionally one-way.

Proof: Suppose FSbV is not distributionally one-way.

Then, there exists a PPT algorithm A which contra-

dicts \distributional one-wayness" of FSbV . We use A

to e�ciently decide L most of the time, contradicting

its hardness on the average.
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Suppose (towards the contradiction) that there ex-

ists a PPT algorithm A(�; �; �) which, given (x � i �

SbV (x)(!0) " i) �nds ! (almost) uniformly distributed

among all ! which satisfy FSbV (x; i; !) = (x � i �

SbV (x)(!0) " i). Using A as a subroutine, we construct

A0 which can be used in place of the prover for every

round. That is, if x 2 L, we will be able to compute

answers of the \virtual prover":

Let � be the conversation between the \virtual

prover" and the honest veri�er V so far. A0 calls

A(x; j�j; �) { in order to (almost) uniformly sample !

which satis�es FSbV (x; j�j; !) = x; j�j; �. Then A0 out-

puts j�j + j bits of SbV (x)(!) as the next message of

the \virtual prover", where we assume (without loss of

generality) the all messages of the prover are of length

j. The key point to notice is that A0 outputs the next

message of the \virtual prover", without the knowledge

of R that our veri�er V (x;R) uses. After computing

the next message from the \virtual prover" we com-

pute (this time using R, and the \history-so-far") the

next message of the honest veri�er V and repeat.

From the fact that SbV produces conversations

which are statistically close to the actual ones, that

A �nds (statistically close to uniform) preimages ! of

FSbV , and that the actual prover can convince veri�er

V with probability 1� 1

2poly(g(jxj))
, (where g(jxj) is the

bound on the number of rounds of the original proto-

col) it follows that if x 2 L then A0 generates responses

of the \virtual prover" so that the honest veri�er V

excepts with probability at least 2
3
. Since the \virtual

prover" algorithm does not look at the coin-tosses R of

the veri�er, the protocol remains an interactive proof-

system and we conclude that if x 62 L then veri�er

will reject with probability 1� 1
2jxj . Thus, we have an

e�cient decision procedure for L, a contradiction. 2

Theorem 1 If there exists a hard on the average lan-
guage L under any polynomially-sampleable distribu-
tion, and membership in L can be proven in statistical
zero-knowledge, then there is a one-way function.

Proof: Combining Lemma 1 with the result of [16]

that distributionally one-way function implies the ex-

istence of a general one-way function we get the above

theorem for a hard on the average L under a uniform

distribution. The result extends to any polynomially-

sampleable distribution using [15]. 2

We note that the above theorem holds even if we

substitute statistical zero-knowledge by restricted sta-
tistical zero-knowledge.

Next, we explore the power of the prover which is

needed in order to give a Statistical Zero-Knowledge

proof:

Theorem 2 For any language L which possesses a
Statistical Zero-Knowledge proof-system (P; V ), there
exists a SZK proof-system (P 0; V ), where P 0 is bounded
to be a probabilistic NP machine, given any one-way
permutation.

Proof outline: Randomized NP machine can (close

to) uniformly sample F�1 from lemma 1. This, how-

ever, only gives us a proof-system which works for hon-
est veri�er and with probability of success at least 2

3

for x 2 L and 1
3
for x 62 L. The main theorem in

[3] which converts a Statistical Zero-Knowledge proof

system which works for honest veri�er only into the

one which works for any veri�er while maintaining Sta-

tistical Zero-Knowledge property can be generalized

to work given any simulatable information-theoretic

bit commitment. Finally, the simulatable information-

theoretic bit commitment can be implemented, given

any one-way permutation [23] and we are done. 2

In fact, we have proven a more general result:

Theorem 3 For any language L which possesses
an honest veri�er statistical zero-knowledge proof-
system (P; V ), there exists a SZK proof-system (P 0; V ),
where P 0 is bounded to be a probabilistic NP machine,
given any simulatable information-theoretic bit com-
mitment.

4 Open questions

� It is an open question if hard on the average

problem implies the existence of a one-way func-

tion. Our results propose a way to establish this,

if one can �nd a hard on the average (but not

NP-complete [6]) problem and show a statistical

zero-knowledge proof for it. (Actually, the task is

somewhat simpler since the zero-knowledge sim-

ulator does not need to output coin tosses of the

veri�er.)

� It is not known, if a computational zero-

knowledge proof for a hard on the average prob-

lem implies the existence of a one-way function.

We conjecture that the answer to this question

is yes. However, so far, it is only known that

a computational MA-type (single round) zero-

knowledge proof of possession of information for
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a hard on the average problem does imply a bit-

commitment scheme and, hence, a one-way func-

tion [5, 7]. In general, however, the question is

open.

5 Announcement of a New Re-

sult

Jointly with Avi wigderson, the second question posed

above have been resolved. That is, we consider a very

general de�nition of Zero-Knowledge Proofs, where the

Zero-Knowledge property may hold only computation-

ally and only on a sampleable distribution. We say

that a Zero-Knowledge Proof is boring if the prover

does not have to speak (i.e., the language is in BPP )

| otherwise the proof is interesting . We show the

equivalence of interesting Zero-Knowledge Proofs and

one-way functions.
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